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Abstract
The distributed systems of today are designed using the guid-
ance of the CAP theorem. Distributed systems need to be
able to tolerate network partition and hence the CAP theorem
boils down to a trade-off between consistency and availabil-
ity. In this work, we show that the CAP Theorem is no longer
self-sufficient to serve as the holy grail for distributed system
design in wake of modern storage media such as SSDs. Due to
their unique wearing characteristics, it is essential to be able to
reason about SSD cluster lifetime while designing distributed
systems. In this work, we propose a new CLAP Theorem
to encapsulate lifetime within the CAP theorem. Through
carefully crafted simulation experiments over a variety of
modern workloads, we showcase how different strategies for
consistency can have huge effects on the lifetime of the SSD
cluster.

1 Introduction

The world is today moving away from Hard Disk Drives
(HDDs) having mechanical moving parts and instead em-
bracing NAND-based flash memory. This is evident from the
rising popularity of Solid State Drives (SSDs). SSDs have
already been widely deployed both in datacenter and personal
computer settings due to their ability to provide high through-
put and low latency. On similar lines, Non Volatile Memory
(NVM) is expected to substitute or complement DRAM in the
memory hierarchy. This has prompted several studies [17,24]
on the performance characteristics of these devices. How-
ever, one of the issues with flash memory is with its reliabil-
ity. Flash memory wears out with writes and has high error
rates [3]. Techniques like wear-leveling and data scrubbing
are used to overcome these problems. These techniques how-
ever exhaust the limited P/E cycles of flash memory pages
which leads to reduced lifetimes for these devices.

In a tangential world, the growing need for processing large
amounts of data has led to the development of many big data
analytic frameworks [1,11,14,31,32,35,37,45,46]. These ap-
plications rely on distributed storage systems [12,36,43,48] to

store their data. Additionally, distributed configuration stores
like ZooKeeper [20] require storage media for holding config-
uration and states in a fault-tolerant manner. The distributed
storage systems in turn interact with storage media such as
HDDs and SSDs to actually store data.

Different distributed systems adopt different policies to
store data or state. A myriad of options exist because different
applications require different semantics for data consistency.
Consequently, different systems provide options to trade-off
on varying level of consistency with performance [8, 27, 42];
strong consistency guarantees would require synchronous
replication of data leading to degraded performance. The
foundation for this trade-off is embedded in the popular CAP
theorem [13]. The CAP theorem has driven the design of
many popular systems and is used as a guiding principle to
develop distributed systems.

Traditional failure models for distributed systems charac-
terize failure with the underlying assumption that disks can
fail independently [38]. However, when distributed systems
are deployed on top of flash-based media like SSDs, this as-
sumption no longer holds true. Since SSDs gradually wear
out with writes, the relative rate at which SSDs wear out in a
distributed setting depends on the distribution of the workload
across the SSDs; an SSD that takes on a larger proportion of
the workload is likely to fail quicker than others in the cluster.
Such a scenario makes the cluster doomed for faster failure.
This is undesirable because SSDs would have to replaced
at a faster rate leading to greater cost of maintenance. Con-
sequently, in a distributed scenario, wear-leveling within an
SSD is no longer sufficient; there is also a need to balance out
the wearing among the SSDs in the cluster.

Hence, there is a need to deconstruct the impact of dif-
ferent replication policies with varying levels of consistency
on the lifetime of the underlying SSD cluster. In this work,
as a preliminary effort, we examine the impact of different
distributed storage policies on the lifetime of the underly-
ing cluster consisting of SSDs. We focus on two classes of
distributed systems - one which adopts a stronger form of
consistency like Google File System (GFS) [12] and one
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Figure 1: Difference in handling of writes in HDDs and SSDs

which adopts weaker forms of consistency like Ceph [48].
Through simulations of these schemes, we show that stronger
consistency policies promote better cluster lifetimes. More
importantly, it means that highly performance systems that
employ weak consistency guarantees limit the lifetime of the
SSD cluster on top of which they are deployed.

As a consequence, the CAP theorem is no longer sufficient
to encapsulate the trade-offs of distributed system design in
the wake of emerging storage media. To serve as a guiding
light for system designers, we believe that the CAP theorem
must be modified to include the trade-offs incurred in lifetime
with varying levels of consistency. As a novel contribution,
we propose a new CLAP theorem, a soft addition of Lifetime
to the CAP theorem for emerging storage media. In the con-
text of this work, we do not attempt to prove the validity of
the newly proposed CLAP theorem. We wish to propose the
new CLAP theorem as a design panacea and leave proofs to
future work. Hence, we introduce the CLAP theorem as an
unwritten contract that distributed file systems must adhere to
for emerging storage media like SSDs.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2
presents a background on SSDs, Distributed Systems, and
CAP Theorem. Section 3 outlines the impact of different con-
sistency models on the lifetime of an SSD cluster. Finally, Sec-
tion 4 presents empirical results which leads to some lessons
on distributed storage system design for better lifetimes.

2 Background

2.1 Solid State Devices

SSD Fundamentals
Flash chips aboard SSDs are commonly composed of

blocks, which are typically in the order of hundreds of KBs or
larger. A block consists of pages, which usually range from 2
KB to 16 KB in size. Three kinds of operations are supported
by flash chips: read, erase, and program(or writes). Reads and
writes are permitted at the granularity of a page, whereas an
erasure is permitted only at the block level.

How are overwrites handled in an SSD?
Figure 1 shows a toy example of the difference between

how writes are handled in HDDs and SSDs. In our setting,
let us assume that each block has 4 pages. Initially, one
block consists of data A(A1,A2,A3,A4). Now, consider a
scenario where data A needs to be overwritten with data
B(B1,B2,B3,B4). In HDDs, the updates can be performed
in-place. However in SSDs, the contents would need to be
written out to a new block and the old contents need to be
marked as invalid. Invalid blocks are then reclaimed by a
process known as garbage collection.

Role of Flash Translation Layer
The complexity of SSD internals is hidden by a software

layer on the SSD called the Flash Translation Layer (FTL).
The FTL exposes a simple block interface to the upper layers.
Because updates cannot be made in place, the FTL needs to
hold a mapping between the logical block location from the
client’s perspective to the actual location of the block on the
SSD.

In addition to this, the SSD also hosts a Flash Memory
Controller which performs the below functions -

• Garbage Collection. The Flash Memory Controller
runs a background garbage collection whenever the num-
ber of free blocks drops below a built-in threshold. It
reclaims blocks by copying the valid pages in blocks
into programmable blocks and then performing an erase
on the block. This reclamation procedure ensures that
blocks are ready to be programmed and can take up new
writes.

• Wear leveling. Flash memory pages can endure a lim-
ited number of erase operations. The lifetime of the SSD
would be shorten if certain pages wear out quickly in
comparison to others. Hence, the Flash Memory Con-
troller attempts to balance out the wear among pages in
a process called wear-leveling.

Sources of Error in Flash Memory
As outlined in [23], there are 3 major sources of error in

flash memory -

• Wear. Repeated erases wear out flash memory cells that
store electrons and causes irreversible damage to them
[4]. Each flash memory block has an endurance limit
and this limit is not fixed across all blocks of the SSD
due to variations in manufacturing.

• Retention Loss. Electrons stored in flash memory cells
can leak over time, causing errors when data is read. The
error rate increases as cells wear [4, 34]. Interestingly,
these errors are transient; i.e. they get reset once the
block is erased.
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Figure 2: Progression of error rates in flash memory over the years.
Data taken from [23]

Figure 3: Differences between SLC, MLC, and TLC

• Disturbance. A read on a wordline in a block can
weakly affect other wordlines in the block [4, 34] re-
sulting in the disturbance of electrons in the flash cell.
The amount of disturbance increases as cells wear out.
Like retention loss, this kind of error is transient in nature
as well.

Why is Flash Memory Error increasing over the years?
Figure 2 shows the progression of error rates associated

with flash memory over the years. It is pretty counter-intuitive
that errors are actually increasing over the years. The reason
for increasing errors is in that hardware manufacturers are try-
ing to reduce the size of flash cells by packing more bits into
a single cell. As visible in Figure 3, a Single-Level Cell(SLC)
flash consists of a single bit per cell, whereas MLCs and TLCs
have two and three bits per cell respectively. Greater packing
leads to more storage capacity per unit area but increases the
chances of retention loss and disturbance errors.

Handling flash memory errors

SSD manufacturers provide additional storage capacity
within each page to store Error Correction Codes (ECCs).
Whenever a page is read, it is checked against the ECC for
that page to check if the data was read correctly. If the data
was not read correctly and if error correcting mechanisms fail,
then the FTL attempts to retry reading the page.

To avoid data loss, the FTL performs an activity called data
scrubbing to relocate pages that could be prone to read errors.
Post this relocation, the pages become eligible for garbage
collection. Once collected and erased, the page will no longer
be prone to read errors since retention and disturbance errors
are transient. In effect, the background data scrubbing reduces
the chance for read errors but negatively impacts performance
and accelerates wear.

2.2 Distributed File Systems
Different distributed file systems adopt different replication
strategies that utilize varying levels of consistency.

Google File System (GFS) [12] is built on master-slave
architecture with a single master holding the meta-data in-
formation in the memory. The metadata server stores access
information, lock information, mapping of files to chunk id,
chunk locations, and primary server for write propagation.
When a client requests a read with filename and byte location,
it first contacts the GFS master and obtains the chunk ID and
a list of chunk locations. Similar to HDFS, the client then
chooses the closest replica to do the read from. When a client
issues a write request, it first contacts the GFS master to get
the primary server and list of replicas. The client initiates
the write to the primary and the primary determines the opti-
mized topology to push down the writes to all replicas using
chain replication [47]. In a certain sense, GFS allows for a
stronger form of consistency by allowing reads from any of
the replicas.

Ceph [48] improves scalability by assigning the responsi-
bility of object allocation to CRUSH. Files are striped into
objects and CRUSH uses a pseudo-random algorithm to de-
termine the storage server. This approach helps to reduce the
load from the meta-data server as well as ensuring the storage
is distributed uniformly across all the storage devices. When
a Ceph client opens a file, the request goes to Metadata server
and it returns the inode number, file size, access information
and striping strategy used to map objects into storage devices.
It’s imperative to note that the Ceph serves reads from primary
and all the writes to the primary and replicas are written in a
synchronous manner. In a certain sense, Ceph has a weaker
form of consistency by allowing reads only on the primary
replica.

2.3 CAP Theorem
The CAP Theorem states that in a distributed system, one can
only have two out of the following three guarantees across a
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write/read pair: Consistency, Availability, and Partition Toler-
ance; one of them must be sacrificed.

3 CLAP: The Unwritten Contract

Lifetime of Cluster
We incorporate a strict definition for the lifetime of a cluster.

We define lifetime as the amount of time it takes for a single
page in the cluster of SSDs to reach its endurance limit. Now,
we outline the reason for this choice of definition for lifetime.

Let us say that the we have N SSDs in the cluster
SSD1,SSD2, ..SSDN . For sake of simplicity, let us say that
each SSDi for i = 1,2...N has a uniform number of pages - M.
We refer to page m on SSDi as Pagei,m.

For each SSDi, we can take the page Pagei,m for m =
1,2..M that has endured maximum wear as representative
of that SSD. This is because the SSD will lose its re-
liability and degrade very fast when at least one page
in it has reached its endurance limit. Let us say that
the pages with maximum erase operations in the SSDs
are MaxErase1,MaxErase2...,MaxEraseN corresponding to
SSD1,SSD2, ..SSDN respectively.

The distribution of MaxErase1,MaxErase2...,MaxEraseN
can help determine the lifetime of the cluster. If a particular
MaxErasei dominates, then that SSD becomes a hotspot for
failure and consequently for the failure of the entire cluster.
Hence, we prefer distributions where the MaxErasei is nearly
the same among all SSDs.

The impact on lifetime depends upon - (i) The relative
placement of replicas of different chunks. (ii) The policy for
handling read requests, i.e., which copy of the replica to read
from. (iii) The distribution of write requests amongst chunks.

We now look at the impact of strong and weak consistency
protocols on the lifetime of SSDs leading up to the CLAP
Theorem.

Strong Consistency Protocols
With strong consistency protocols, all of the replicas of data

chunks are persisted durably during a write operation. Read
requests can be routed to any copy of the replica. Hence, in
general, strong consistency protocols ensure that read requests
can be distributed uniformly among replicas leading to the
SSDs holding them to endure uniform wear.

Weak Consistency Protocols
With weak consistency protocols, only a few replicas of

chunks(sometimes even just a single replica) are persisted.
Read requests are usually routed to only the primary replica.
Hence, in general, weak consistency protocols ensure that
read requests are skewed towards the primary replica, leading
them to endure non-uniform wear.

Figure 4: Design of Distributed SSD Simulator

Following from the above, we can conclude that the use of
strong consistency protocols promotes longer lifetimes. This
forms the core basis of the CLAP Theorem.

4 Empirical Results

4.1 Methodology

We used a simulator to model a bunch of workloads atop two
different distributed file systems - GFS [12] and Ceph [48]. In
our implementation, GFS represents a distributed file system
that supports a stronger form of consistency while Ceph rep-
resents a distributed file system that supports a weaker form
of consistency.

Figure 4 specifies the high-level design of the simulator. At
the highest layer, the user can specify the workload to be run.
The workload interacts with the distributed file system APIs
(Algorithm 1). The distributed file system can be configured
to use either GFS or Ceph. Additional settings like the num-
ber of replicas and chunk size are also configurable. For the
purpose of this prototype, we assume that all read and write
requests will have a size that is a multiple of the chunk size.
Additionally, we also assume that the chunk size is a multiple
of the block size.

The distributed file system in turn interacts with
the dataservers which are also configuration-based. The
dataservers manage the allocation of data across SSD blocks
and handle SSD internals such as Garbage Collection, Wear-
Leveling, and Data Scrubbing. We parameterize the SSD as
a set of configurations so that we can model SSDs from dif-
ferent manufacturers. Below is a list of configuration options
available for each data server -

• PAGE SIZE. Defines size of SSD page in bytes.

• PAGES PER BLOCK. Defines the number of pages per
block in the SSD.

• TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES. Defines total number of
pages available in the SSD. The storage capacity of the
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Pseudocode 1 APIs supported by the simulator
1: . FILENAMETOFD = Mapping from file name to FD
2: . FDTOCHUNKID = Mapping from FD to list of chunk IDs
3: . CHUNKIDTOSERVERS = Mapping from chunk ID to list of data servers
4: . FDTOFILEATTRIBUTES = Mappping from FD to list of File Attributes
5: . CLIENTIDFILETOOFFSET = Per client mapping from FD to offset
6:
7: procedure CREATE(Filename F , ClientID C)
8: . Insert F into FILENAMETOFD
9: . Create a new file attribute for F and insert into FDTOFILEATTRIBUTES

10: . Insert offset of 0 for file F and client C into CLIENTIDFILETOOFFSET
11: . return FD
12: end procedure
13:
14: procedure OPEN(Filename F , ClientID C)
15: . Get FD for F from FILENAMETOFD
16: . Insert offset of 0 for file F and client C into CLIENTIDFILETOOFFSET
17: . return FD
18: end procedure
19:
20: procedure READ(FileDescriptor FD, Buffer B, ReadCount RC, ClientID C)
21: . Get offset for client C and file descriptor FD from CLIENTIDFILETOOFF-

SET
22: . STARTINGCHUNKNO = o f f set /ChunkSize
23: . CHUNKSTOREAD = RC/ChunkSize
24: for all chunk ∈ list of chunks to read do
25: . Get list of dataservers from CHUNKIDTOSERVERS
26: . Decision of which dataserver to read from is implementation specific
27: end for
28: . Update offset for FD and C in CLIENTIDFILETOOFFSET
29: . Return the contents read
30: end procedure
31: procedure WRITE(FileDescriptor FD, Buffer B, WriteCount WC, ClientID C)
32: . Get offset for client C and file descriptor FD from CLIENTIDFILETOOFF-

SET
33: . STARTINGCHUNKNO = o f f set /ChunkSize
34: . CHUNKSTOWRITE = WC/ChunkSize
35: for all chunk ∈ list of chunks to write do
36: if chunk to be overwritten then
37: . DATASERVERS = get dataservers for chunk from CHUNKID-

TOSERVERS
38: . Issue writes to servers to update all replicas.
39: else if a new chunk needs to be created
40: . DATASERVERS = Identify dataservers to which new chunk should

be written to. This is implementation specific
41: . Insert DATASERVERS for chunk into CHUNKIDTOSERVERS
42: end if
43: . Update last modified attribute for FD in FDTOFILEATTRIBUTES
44: . Update offset for FD and C in CLIENTIDFILETOOFFSET
45: end for
46: . return amount of data written
47: end procedure
48:
49: procedure SEEK(FileDescriptor FD, Offset O, ClientID C)
50: . Update offset for FD and C in CLIENTIDFILETOOFFSET to O
51: end procedure
52:
53: procedure DELETE(FileDescriptor FD)
54: . Remove mappings from all datastructures.
55: . Delete corresponding chunks from dataservers.
56: end procedure
57:

SSD can be computed as the product of PAGE SIZE and
TOTAL NUMBER OF PAGES.

• MAX ERASE COUNT. Defines the maximum number
of erase operations that every page within that SSD can
endure. In reality, this number would vary from block to
block due to manufacturing variations. However, for the
purpose of this prototype, we assume that all pages have
similar endurance.

• GC THRESHOLD. When the fraction of free pages

within the SSD drops below the GC THRESHOLD, the
SSD triggers garbage collection. Since we do not model
performance, we check if GC needs to be triggered each
time there is a change in block allocation. This works
well enough to model lifetime for the sake of this proto-
type.

• MAX READ RETRIES. Define the max retries that the
FTL will perform under read failures. If the number of
retries reaches MAX READ RETRIES, then the read will
result in a failure.

• DATA SCRUBBING THRESHOLD. When the fraction
of number of retries used for serving a particular read
request against MAX READ RETRIES exceeds the DATA
SCRUBBING THRESHOLD, then the block read will be
marked for migration.

We simulate wear-leveling by choosing the block that has
incurred the least amount of writes while choosing new blocks
to write to.

In an effort to promote research in the correlation be-
tween distributed file systems and SSD cluster lifetime, we
have made our simulator available at https://github.com/
Arjunbala/DistributedSystemsSSDs.

4.2 Experimental Setup
4.2.1 Cluster Configuration

In our base configuration, we set the number of replicas as 3
and the chunk size as 4MB. For data servers, we use a page
size of 128KB, 4 pages per block, with a total disk capacity
of 100MB. We set the GC threshold as 0.8, the data scrubbing
threshold as 0.1, and the max read retries as 20. The max
erase count is set to 1000. We intentionally scale down the
disk capacity and the max erase count so as to get faster results.
The trends we observe will hold true even when scaled up
since the trend extrapolates.

4.2.2 Workload

We choose three workloads that result in different I/O patterns
as below

• Downpour Stochastic Gradient Descent. Downpour
Stochastic Gradient Descent (Downpour SGD) is a pop-
ular distributed machine learning training algorithm pro-
posed in DistBelief [6]. Though the world of distributed
ML training has evolved since DistBelief, the core idea
of using Downpour SGD still pervades. Downpour SGD
employs data parallelism - the training data is split into
multiple disjoint parts among multiple workers. Each
worker samples random training points from its split
of data and performs gradient descent over them. The
updates to parameters are then sent over the network to
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a single master. The number of points that each worker
samples is determined by a quantity known as mini-batch
size. In terms of the I/O workload, Downpour SGD is
a read-heavy workload that generates random I/O since
each worker randomly picks training data points from
its split of training data. In our setting, we assume that
the entire training data is stored by the distributed file
system and that individual workers fetch data by reading
from the distributed file system.

• Ephemeral Data Workload. Traditional compute-
centric frameworks [7, 50] process batches of data in
multiple stages often represented by a DAG abstraction.
Each stage read input data, performs some compute, and
writes some intermediate data to the disk. Post this, the
next stage reads data from disk, once again performs
some computation, and once again writes out interme-
diate data to the disk. Pocket [26] is a system that pro-
vides cheap, scalable storage for this intermediate data,
which is also termed as ephemeral data. It is termed
as ephemeral data because the data is no longer needed
once downstream stages have consumed them. We model
an ephemeral data workload by modeling it as a vari-
ant of iterative MapReduce [7] - First, the mapper reads
data from disk, then writes out intermediate data to disk,
which is then read by a variable number of reducers.
The reducers once again write out data to disk which
is then read by the mappers in the next iteration. The
ephemeral data written out by mappers and reducers
can be deleted when they have been consumed by their
downstream stage. Thus, emphemeral data presents a
workload which involves a high number of writes, reads,
and deletions.

• Hot and Cold Workload. [40] presents an observation
that users operate for a large fraction of their time on a
small subset of files. We refer to the frequently accessed
data as hot data and the less frequently accessed data as
cold data. We define skewness as the percentage of total
data that is hot data. For instance, a skewness of 10%
implies that 10% of the data is accessed frequently while
90% of the data is accessed infrequently. We perform a
mixture of reads and writes on both hot and cold data in
our workload.

4.3 Metrics
We use two metrics to evaluate the lifetime of a distributed
file system -

• Iteration Count. We run each of the workloads in iter-
ations until it hits a point of failure. We define failure to
have occured in one of the following scenarios occurs -
(i) A read fails as the read retry for a page exceeds MAX
READ RETRIES. (ii) The number of erase operations

(a) Iteration Count (b) Entropy

Figure 5: Downpour SGD - Trend by modifying client count (number of
workers)

for a particular page on the SSD exceeds MAX ERASE
COUNT for any SSD. In our failure model, we have a
strict notion for failure as the event when a single page
in any SSD crosses its endurance limit. In all of our ex-
periments, we measure the number of iterations endured
by the SSD cluster till failure occurs. A higher iteration
count indicates better lifetime characteristics.

• Entropy. Another metric of interest is the distribution
of wear across the cluster when failure happens. For this
purpose, we use Jain’s Fairness Index to compute the
entropy of wears across the cluster. For each SSD, we
find the page that has endured the maximum number
of erase operations as E1,E2..En. We then compute the
Jain’s Fairness Index over the set of E1,E2, ..En. A value
closer to 1 indicates a fair spread of wear across the
cluster while lower values indicate an uneven spread of
wear across the SSD cluster.

4.4 Lessons
4.4.1 Downpour SGD Workload

For this workload, we use training data of size 100MB loaded
onto the distributed file system. Each training data sample has
a size of 512KB. We vary the batch size and worker count in
our experiments.

• Lesson 1: Distribute reads across replicas for better
lifetime. Figure 5 presents the variation in lifetime and
entropy in wear as the number of workers(clients) vary
in the Downpour SGD workload. We observe that GFS
outlasts Ceph irrespective of the client count. This can be
attributed to the fact that GFS has a stronger consistency
model. In GFS, a read can be done from any replica
which in turn ensures a uniform distribution of reads
across replicas. As a result, the wear caused by data
scrubbing gets uniformly distributed across the cluster.
In contrast, Ceph redirects all read requests to the pri-
mary replica. This results in a few SSDs incurring wear
due to data scrubbing, while leaving out the others. As
a result, we observe shorter lifetimes and worse entropy
values.
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(a) Iteration Count (b) Entropy

Figure 6: Downpour SGD - Trend by modifying the number of SSDs in the
cluster.

(a) Iteration Count (b) Entropy

Figure 7: Downpour SGD - Trend by enabling/disabling caching

• Lesson 2: Distributing reads leads to better lifetimes
as cluster scales. Figure 6 presents the variation in
lifetime and entropy in wear as we vary the size of the
cluster for the Downpour SGD workload. We observe
that Ceph progressively gets worse in comparison to
GFS as we increase the cluster size. This can be once
again attributed to the weaker form of consistency in
Ceph. In Ceph, even though the cluster size increases,
the reads would continued to be directed only towards
those SSDs that hold the replicas. Consequently, those
SSDs would suffer greater wear in comparison to the
rest, resulting in decreased lifetimes.

• Lesson 3: Caching does not solve all problems in
read heavy workloads. Figure 7 captures the effect of
caching on the lifetime and entropy of wear across a
cluster of SSDs. In this experiment, we use a cache size
that is 10% the size of the training data. We notice that
caching does improve the lifetime of the cluster for both
GFS and Ceph. The benefits would be better with larger
cache sizes since the cache would be able to absorb a
larger number of read requests. In spite of the absorbing
a proportion of reads, we notice that Ceph still performs
an order of magnitude worse than GFS. This outlines
the fact that stronger consistency guarantees lead to bet-
ter lifetimes even in the presence of significantly large
caches.

• Lesson 4: Workload characteristics such as batch size
do not matter much. Figure 8 shows the variance in
lifetime and wear entropy as we vary the mini-batch
size for the Downpour SGD workload. We notice that

Figure 8: Downpour SGD - Trend of iteration count on varying
mini-batch size

(a) Iteration Count (b) Entropy

Figure 9: Downpour SGD - Trend by varying the number of replicas in the
cluster

the number of iterations decreases as the mini-batch
size increases. This is expected as larger mini-batches
issue more reads in a single iteration. It is interesting to
note that the lifetimes of both GFS and Ceph decrease
by the same order of magnitude as the mini-batch size
increases. This indicates that consistency policies do not
affect wearing properties when workload characteristics
such as mini-batch size are modified.

• Lesson 5: Distributing reads ensures fairness of wear
with a higher number of replicas. Figure 9 shows the
variation in lifetime and entropy of wear as we vary the
number of replicas employed by the distributed file sys-
tem (GFS and Ceph). We notice that Ceph increases per-
forms worse as we increase the number of replicas. For
distributed storage systems like GFS that adopt stronger
consistency policies, a larger number of replicas pro-
motes a wider spread of reads, whereas the reads would
continue to go to the same primary replica in Ceph.
Hence, Ceph does not benefit in comparison to GFS
with an increasing number of replicas.

4.4.2 Ephemeral Data Workload

In this workload, we assume that each mapper writes out 2KB
of data and that each reducer again writes out 2KB of data.
We vary the number of reducers in our experiments.

• Lesson 6: Workload characteristics do not matter for
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Figure 10: Ephemeral data - Trend of entropy on varying the number
of reducers

(a) Iteration Count (b) Entropy

Figure 11: Ephemeral Data - Trend as distributed file system characteristics
(Number of replicas) and SSD characteristics (GC Threshold) vary

ephemeral data. Figure 10 captures the trend as we vary
the number of reducers for ephemeral data workloads.
We observe these workload characteristics do not impact
lifetime for ephemeral data workloads. This is because
deletes dominate the cause of wear and the amount of
data deletion is same for both Ceph and GFS.

• Lesson 7: File System and SSD characteristics do not
affect ephemeral workloads. Figure 11 shows the ef-
fects on lifetime as we vary distributed system charac-
teristics like the number of replicas and SSD charac-
teristics like the GC THRESHOLD. In deletion heavy
workloads like ephemeral data, the iteration count would
not vary much with the number of replicas because all
replicas would need to be destroyed irrespective of the
consistency protocol. Similarly, when a lot of data is
written and deleted, GC will invariably always kick in
irrespective of the threshold, leading to similar wearing
characteristics with varying GC THRESHOLDS.

4.4.3 Hot and Cold Workload

For this workload, we assume that each file has a size of
2MB. The proportion of hot and cold files is adjusted by the
skewness factor.

• Lesson 8: Distributing the workload provides better
lifetimes with a higher amount of data Figure 12
shows the variation of iteration count as we vary the

Figure 12: Hot and Cold Workload - Trend of iteration count as
number of files changes

Figure 13: Hot and Cold Workload - Trend of iteration count as
cache size increases

file count. We observe that GFS gradually improves over
Ceph as the number of files increase. This once again
boils down to the fact that GFS distributes read among
the replicas courtesy of its stronger consistency protocol.
The effect as expected gets more magnified as the num-
ber of files (and consequently the amount of data stored)
increases.

• Lesson 9: Increasing cache size does not proportion-
ally increase lifetime Figure 13 shows the impact of
varying cache sizes on the iteration count and SSD clus-
ter lifetime. We observe that inspite of additional caches
does decrease the order of magnitude by which GFS
outperforms Ceph. However, the increase is not linear
in nature. Thus, increasing cache size does not linearly
decrease the difference in lifetimes between stronger and
weaker consistency protocols.

• Lesson 10: Skewed workloads affect the system life-
time Figure 14 shows the impact on lifetime as we vary
the skewness. We observe that the factor by which GFS
outperforms Ceph increases as we the percentage of
hot data increases. This can be attributed that as more
data gets touched(reads/writes), the effects of splitting
the workload among the different replicas in protocols
having stronger consistency semantics helps.
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Figure 14: Hot and Cold Workload - Trend of iteration count as the
skewness of hot data is varied

5 Related Work

5.1 SSD Performance and Reliability

Several researchers have looked at the properties of SSDs
and performed studies to understand workloads and design
choices suitable for single SSDs. However, no prior work has
looked at the performance and lifetime of a cluster of SSDs.

He et. al [17] performed a detailed analysis of applications
atop modern file systems and FTLs and formalized an un-
written contract that clients of SSDs must follow to achieve
high performance. They present five rules that are critical
for SSDs - (i) Request Scale : SSD clients must issue large
requests or many requests to fully utilize the parallel band-
width offered by SSDs. (ii) Locality : To avoid SSD cache
translation misses, clients must issue requests to the SSD with
locality (iii) Aligned Sequentiality : To reduce the cost of
converting page-level mappings to block-level mappings in
hybrid-mapping FTLs, clients must write with sequentiality
within a block. (iv) Group by Death Time : Clients must group
writes by death time to reduce cost of garbage collection [33]
(v) Uniform Data Lifetime : Clients must create data with
similar lifetimes to reduce overheads of wear leveling [3].

Kim et. al [23] looked at the design trade-off for reliabil-
ity within an SSD. They outline three major sources of flash
memory errors as - (i) Wear: Repeated P/E cycles gradually
wear out flash memory cells [4, 15]. (ii) Retention Loss: Elec-
trons in flash memory leak over time and the errors caused
by retention increases with the amount of wear. It is also im-
portant to note that retention errors disappear once the block
has been erased [34]. (iii) Disturbance : Studies have shown
reading a wordline in a block weakly affects other wordlines
in a block and gradually causes errors with re-reads [4,15,34].
Like with retention, this error too disappears once the block
has been erased. They further discuss the trade-offs that arise
in terms of reliability and performance due to operations like
error correction, intra-SSD redundancy [25], and data scrub-
bing [16, 29].

5.2 Distributed Storage Reliability

Several studies have been carried out to characterize the re-
liability of disks and disk failures [9, 18, 21, 30, 38, 39, 41]
and have come up with schemes like redundancy and erasure
codes [2, 5, 19, 28] to prevent data loss due to disk failures.
However, no work has comprehensively looked at or modeled
wear across a cluster of SSDs.

Other work has looked at how to use measures of reliability
to configure redundancy settings. The most recent work in
this area is by Kadekodi et. al [22], who analyze large-scale
storage systems having a heterogenous mix of storage devices
with significantly different failures rates. They make the ob-
servation that redundancy settings are statically configured
and explore opportunities to reduce the amount of redundancy
during periods where disks have high reliability. Using the
information that annualized failure rates follow a bathtub
curve [10, 49], they design a system HeART that identifies
periods of infancy, useful lifetime, and wearout in order to
configure redundancy settings in an online fashion.

5.3 Tiering File Systems

A popular solution to effective utilize and maximize the bene-
fits and lifetime of SSDs has been to use them in combination
with other persistent media.

Griffin [44] is a hybrid storage device with HDD as a write
cache for a SSD based storage systems. The main motivations
behind this approach are : (i) HDDs can match the sequential
write bandwidth of SSD. (ii) General purpose workloads con-
tain a fraction of batch overwrite. By ensuring those writes
on HDD in a log structured format, one can reduce the write
amplification on SSD.

Ziggurat [51] looks at how NVMM can complement SSDs
to create storage systems with near-NVMM performance and
large capacity. The paper presents a synchronicity predictor
to decide which storage tier to redirect write requests to. The
paper also looks at the distinction between hot data and cold
data and intelligently places only cold data in SSDs in order
to reduce write amplification.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we have explored the impact of different con-
sistency protocol strategies on the lifetime of an SSD cluster.
Through experiments and logical arguments, we have shown
that stronger consistency protocols can promote longevity in
SSD clusters. This forms the basis for the newly proposed
CLAP theorem that can cleanly encapsulate the design trade-
offs for distributed system design on top of modern storage
media.
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